
What’s in the Covid vaccines? 

Pharmageddon 
 

Introduction 

I have avoided this analysis for several reasons, including not wanting to scare readers that 
took the vaccine. However, that is not a good reason for hiding the truth. Everything must 
be brought into the open. In any case, there are still people that can be warned off the 
vaccines. I will try to add information to limit the problems of the vaccine by de-tox methods, 
but the DNA cannot be unchanged. 

Although there are up to 20 global vaccines, the prime ones used in the west are Pfizer, 
Moderna, AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson. I will treat this as one group for the sake of 
avoiding unnecessary complex analysis. There are differences in detail. 

So, in general terms, what is in the vaccines? 

Differences within a single vaccine 

Agendas 
Let us agree that there is a global push to vaccinate everybody. That is clear and obvious. 

Whether you agree or not that the vaccination programme is a depopulation strategy, accept, 
for sake of argument, that this is true. If so, then the elite do not want to kill the entire world 
population or they would have no working slaves. Therefore, the vaccination programme 
must include a kill shot (or a clot shot) to kill the desired number, but must also include a 
placebo to ensure that there is a workforce of chosen people. 

This would mean that there are different types of vaccine contents in all the vaccines. Is that 
observed? Yes it is. 

Saline solution placebos 
We know for certain that some of all the vaccines are placebos (saline solution). The elite do 
not want to kill absolutely everyone. These placebos have been discovered and even 
mentioned in mainstream media more than once. Even as I write this today (mid November 
2021) another batch of saline vaccine has been discovered in Scotland and reported in the 
mainstream media as ‘an accident’. 

Batch differences 
Then there are the confirmed batch differences.  

In America, 100% of the deaths from the Pfizer vaccine originated from a single batch 
number sent to Republican states. The CDC confirmed this.1  

 
1 The Expose, ‘Investigation – deadliest batches of the Covid-19 vaccines were disproportionately sent to red 
Republican states’. 
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The VAERS data was examined closely and it was confirmed that in all the US vaccines only 
some batches (lots) had thousands of adverse events while most batches only had a few.2 It 
seems that only 1 in 200 of the batches are toxic. 

A later study of the VAERS data up to 5 November 2021 reported that 100% of permanent 
disabilities and deaths amongst children were caused by only 6% of the batches produced.3 

Celebrity vaccinations 
Observant commentators have found, and proved by photographic evidence, that celebrities 
and politicians have been getting a different type of vaccine. For example, Joe Biden and 
Nancy Pelosi have been observed being vaccinated where the Pfizer phial was a cloudy off-
white colour. This colour is also mentioned in the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine 
preparation and administration instructions. However, the normal toxic vaccine is a 
translucent yellowish colour. 

In Slovenia it was discovered that the different batches between safe and toxic vaccines have 
different numbering systems.4 This was declared by the Chief Nurse of the University 
Medical Centre, Ljubliana Clinical Centre, who quit her job then went in front of TV cameras 
and showed the different vaccine bottles to camera. Terminating number 1 is a saline 
placebo. Number 2 is the mRNA vaccine.  Number 3 is an RNA stick containing the ONC 
gene related to adenovirus which causes cancer. The nurse stated that she had witnessed all 
politicians and tycoons being given the number one bottle. The media was commanded to 
bury this story. 

Reason for hope 
So, if you are vaccinated, you cannot be sure of what sort your vaccine was. This gives some 
hope. This explains why some people report that they had no side effects whatsoever from 
their vaccination. However, the toxic vaccine batches are a bioweapon, as I shall prove. 

The conclusion: there are killer Covid vaccines and harmless Covid vaccines. 

Aborted and newborn baby cells 

Many vaccines contain cells derived from aborted foetuses and even from murdered live 
newborn babies. Yes this is a fact. Some babies had organs removed while they were alive. 
This is common practice but hidden in research under euphemisms. It is not secret 
knowledge; it is openly understood. It has also been testified in a US court of law. 

Using cell lines from aborted embryos is very common in vaccine ingredients. This is 
admitted quite openly, yet ordinary people refuse to believe this. Even worse, vaccine 
inventors admit to strategically aborting babies to produce suitable cell lines. These cell lines 
are sometimes called ‘immortal’, which means that they are cancerous. 

Babies were strategically aborted to find a suitable cell line for virus replication. This 
replication is necessary in the process of attenuating (weakening) viruses before they are 
cultured and put in a vaccine. 76 babies were aborted to establish the WI-38 cell line 
developed at the Wistar Institute in Philadelphia alone. 

 
2 YouTube, Craig Paardekooper, ‘Variation in batch toxicity update’. 
3 The Expose, ‘Exclusive – 100% of Covid-19 vaccine permanent disabilities and deaths among children were 
caused by just 6% of the batches produced according to official government data’, 5 December 2021. 
4 Hal Turner Radio Show, World, ‘Vaccine scandal in Slovenia – bottles have codes for placebo, vax or kill 
shot’, 23 November 2021. 
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British researchers developed the NCR-5 cell line in 1966 using foetal lung tissue. These are 
used today to make vaccines for diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, hepatitis A and B, polio and 
adenovirus. In 1985 American researchers developed cell line PER C6 taken from the retina 
of a selected aborted baby which was used in the vaccines for Ebola and HIV. 

The HEK 2935 cell line originated from a healthy little girl, born alive and outside the womb 
in 1972 in the Netherlands. She was killed for the harvesting of her organs. Trafficking of 
children for organ harvesting is sadly a global tragedy that few talk about. This cell line was 
used to test the Covid vaccines. Today, laws against animal cruelty have made it easier for 
researchers to get organs from human foetuses and newborns. 

People that have had the Covid vaccine have had cells from murdered babies placed into 
their bloodstream. No Christian can accept the vaccine for this reason alone. 

Resources 

• Crisis magazine, AnnaMaria Cardinalli, ‘Catholic conscience and the Covid-19 vaccine’.  

• Jon Rappaport Blog, ‘Murdering infants to obtain foetal tissue’.  

• Lifesite, ‘Only hearts harvested from living babies can be used for research, expert tells 
Daleiden hearing’. 

 

Carcinogens 

There are multiple ingredients in these vaccines that cause cancer but I will focus only on a 
few for reasons of space. 

Cell–lines 
These cells from aborted babies are cancerous. 

Beta-Propiolactone  
Causes cancer. 

Polysorbate 80 
This causes cancer. It is present in many other vaccines, especially the flu vaccines. 

Monkey kidney cells 
These are also cancerous. 

The ONC gene 
As previously mentioned, one vaccine variant is an RNA stick containing the ONC gene 
related to adenovirus which causes cancer. 

Resources 

• Paul Fahy, The Flu Vaccine. 

• Paul Fahy, multiple Covid papers. 
 

 
5 Human Embryo Kidney. 
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Inflammatory items 

Flagellin 
The mRNA encodes for the protein flagellin, which is an unapproved vaccine adjuvant, 
which stimulates inflammation. It enhances the cytokine response of the macrophages. 

The spike protein 
See later. 

Biomarkers 

mNeonGreen 
Some vaccines contain mNeonGreen, which has bioluminescent properties taken from 
marine invertebrates.  

Luciferase 
This is a unique biochemical agent; a near infrared bioluminescence enzyme called 
Luciferase’. This makes the quantum Dot contents passed in a vaccine readable through a 
mobile device. This enzyme allows implanted data to be read long after the vaccination. 

Genetic codes 
Dr Luis De Benito, a digestive physician, observed that his patients were registering a MAC 
computer address via Bluetooth. A study on this phenomenon is in preparation. 

He told his patients to switch off their mobile phone and then checked his Bluetooth 
application on his ‘phone to find that the patients registered a MAC (Media Access Control) 
address. When he checked their records, it was only the vaccinated patients where this 
occurred; unvaccinated patients did not register. His sample was 137 patients. 

He did not understand how a single vaccine could develop different MAC addresses until he 
consulted IT engineers and biologists who said that the vaccine contents had to engage with 
the individual DNA to produce a personalised address. The code was produced by the 
interaction of the vaccine and genetic material, notably HLAs. 

Patents 
The Moderna and Johnson and Johnson patents list graphene oxide hydrogels containing 
the mRNA technology. The hydrogels are used as biomarkers and quantum dots. The vaccine 
imparts Biochips (wireless nano-sensors; see later). 

Resources 

• Paul Fahy, multiple Covid papers. 

• Stew Peters Show, interview with Dr Ariyana Love, ‘Moderna patent uncovers horror’. 
 

The spike protein 

There are two chief components of the mRNA vaccines. The first is the messenger RNA, 
which contains the blueprint for manufacturing the spike protein. The second is the lipid 
nanoparticles used to protect this mRNA. Both are toxic. Thus every major ingredient of the 
vaccine is poisonous; it is designed to kill people. 
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The spike protein is toxic 
The chief problem is the spike protein, which is now understood to be highly toxic. The 
claimed strategy is to get the mRNA to enter the cells and change the body’s DNA. This 
programmes the body to begin manufacturing the spike protein, which is then attacked by 
the body’s immune system. But this manufacturing cannot be stopped and it produces 
multiple problems. The vaccine contents do not remain at the injection site but travel to 
every area of the body. 

Blood clots 
Problems begin in the blood vessels where spikes appear in the lining of the vessels leading 
to blood clots. These initially develop at a microscopic level in most people and can only be 
identified in a D-Dimer blood test. Others are less fortunate when bigger clots appear quickly 
in organs such as the brain or lungs causing death. 

It is now understood that there are nearly 50 mechanisms by which the body is damaged by 
the spike protein. Eventually, and this has been confirmed by recent autopsies, the spike 
protein invades every organ and causes complete collapse of the body’s systems. Autopsies 
have shown that every organ in a corpse had spike proteins. 

Deleted genes 
One of the problems now identified is that the spike protein gets into the cells and then turns 
of the cell’s ability to repair itself. They delete genes responsible for repair forever. This will 
result in multiple organ damage and eventual death. The immediate problem is blood 
clotting. 

Resources 

• The Stew Peters Show, ‘Doctor: Ebola virus in Covid shots’. 

• Videos and articles by Dr Sherri Tenpenny. 

• Videos by Dr Mike Yeadon. 

• Vaxxter, ‘New study confirms: the Covid shot spike protein is dangerous’, 4 May 2021. 
 

The lipids 

What are lipids? 

• Lipids are organic compounds, part of a group comprising fats and oils, waxes, 
phospholipids, and steroids.  

• They are generally not soluble in water, but are readily soluble in organic solvents, such 
as ethanol and chloroform.  

• Fats and oils are built up from fatty acids and glycerol and are commonly used for energy 
storage.  

• Waxes are formed from fatty acids and complex alcohols and provide a waterproof 
surface layer on the leaves of plants and the exoskeletons of insects; bees use wax for 
building their honeycombs.  

• Phospholipids have a similar structure to fats, but one of the fatty acids is replaced by a 
phosphate group, which links the molecule to a complex alcohol. This creates a molecule 
one end of which dissolves easily in water (hydrophilic), while the other end is insoluble 
in water (hydrophobic).6 

 

 
6 Thanks to Oxford World Encyclopaedia. 
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In this particular case, lipids are used in the vaccines to protect the very vulnerable mRNA 
and enable it to be delivered into the body’s cells. 

However, there are multiple problems with these lipids which cause harmful effects and 
there are many components. 

The first is PEG. 

PEG 
This is the cause of the immediate vaccine adverse events, such as seizures, fits and collapse 
or death. 

PEG (polyethylene glycol) is used as a drug delivery vehicle for the mRNA molecule, which 
is coated with PEGylatedlipid nano-particles to protect the fragile mRNA strands and aid 
their absorption into the human cells. 

70% of people develop antibodies against PEG. This means that many people (30%) can 
develop an allergic, possibly fatal, reaction. The PEG is thus the prime cause of anaphylactic 
shock in vaccine recipients. 

Other problems 
Electrically-positively-charged lipids.  
These are known to be highly toxic. They disrupt the mitochondria in the cells and also 
disturb oxygen supply, which breaks up water into inactive species. This can result in DNA 
damage. The result of this is very similar to the damage caused by gamma radiation on the 
body. 

As with radiation, there is a dose limit to every individual, which differs. The more shots you 
have, the closer you get to this limit and the more likely a fatal event. However, some people 
are deeply affected by the first dose. This explains some of the variation in adverse events. 

No proper long-term toxicity studies were ever carried out so no one knows what the dose 
tolerance is. 

Pfizer and Moderna are developing more of this mRNA vaccine technology to be used against 
other viruses and diseases. 

This is a technology designed to poison people. 
Dr Michael Palmer, Associate Professor, Professor of Biochemistry, University of Waterloo. 

Pathogens 

HIV 
Many doctors and scientists claim to have found HIV fragments in the vaccines (see next). 

Ebola and Marburg 
Dr Ariyana Love, claims that her research shows that Ebola and Marburg are included in the 
Johnson and Johnson vaccines and possibly others. It is apparently stated in the patent 
literature.7 

US Patent 20140017278 is the Adenovirus serotype 26 and serotype 35 filovirus vaccines 
which code the cell for Ebola and Marburg spike proteins. These contents are in the Johnson 

 
7 The Stew Peters Show, ‘Doctor: Ebola virus in Covid shots’. 
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and Johnson vaccines. These delete the E1, E3 and E4 genes, as mentioned in the patent. 
The deletion of these genes cause AIDS type symptoms (suppressed immune system), blood 
clotting, permanent sterility, cancer, nerve disorders and thrombosis. It is the E1 gene 
(chromosome X) that is responsible for repairing DNA. Without it cells die. 

US Patent 1069417 human Adenovirus 5 vector which contains the E1 and E2b gene deletion 
as stated in the patent. This is used in the Sinovax vaccine. It encodes the cells with the Ebola 
spike proteins. This causes male sterility. It targets the lung cells deleting the E3 and E4 
genes causing AIDS like symptoms, dementia and nerve disease. 

According to Dr Love, Ebola and Marburg derive from E-Coli bacteria. The vaccines contain 
material from monkeys cloned with human cells, which are made sick and die and the rotted 
material is placed in the vaccines. All the Covid vaccines are using the same plasma from 
rotted cells. 

The US government has been developing this technology since the 1950s testing it on US 
troops. They tested the Adenovirus 4, 5 and 7 vectors since 1950. It has a HIV coding 
envelope clave C1086 nano-technology. 

Resources 

• The Stew Peters Show, ‘Doctor: Ebola virus in Covid shots’. 
 

Internal computer nano-technology 

Programming the spike protein 
Moderna called their mRNA platform, ‘the Software of life’. The mRNA is an operating system. 
The idea is to instruct the human cells to produce artificial proteins long term. The software 
programmes the body to make its own medicine on command. This is bioengineering that 
has been called ‘The Internet of Bodies’. It is making genetically-modified people.8 

[The vaccines] are not giving you a pathogen … what they are doing is programming 
mRNA. MRNA is like DNA but it’s the messenger RNA. It’s what makes proteins in the 
body. It’s kind of like a computer chip … you tell it what to do. … They’ve made a piece 
of this mRNA to create, in every cell of your body, that Spike protein (or at least part of 
it) and you’re actually creating the pathogen in your body. 

Dr Lee Merritt (former president of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons and an award-
winning spinal surgeon), Natural News, ‘Doctor with bioweapons expertise calls Covid-19 vaccines 
‘weaponised medicine’, 5 February 2021. Interview in the Atlantic. 

But the spike proteins are toxic. It is these that cause severe damage to the organs of the 
body (see earlier). 

The spike protein hijacks the mitochondria forever, which is at the heart of the immune 
system. Thus it takes over the immune system turning it into a weapon against the body. 
[See ‘effects’.] 

 
8 For an explanation see Dr Carrie Madej, ‘Human 2.0’, Brighteon. 
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Assembling antennae and technology 
Metal 
Metallic objects have been observed in the vaccines that begin to self-assemble when 
stimulated by heat. It is suggested that these are forming antennae. Multiple types of toxic 
metal have been identified in the vaccines. [See later.] 

Graphene-oxide 
This is a highly conductive, toxic substance that appears in a nano grid pattern. It appears 
to be some sort of technological foundation. [See later.] 

5G 
The technological contents are highly reactive to 5G signals, which can only be the means to 
control what are effectively micro-chips inside the blood system and organs. 

Resources 

• Brighteon, Dr Carrie Madej, ‘Human 2.0’. 
 

Comparison of foreign bodies 

This is a small sample; there are many more identified ingredients than this. 

Ingredient Pfizer AstraZeneca Janssen Moderna 

Aluminium Yes   Yes 

Chloride Yes    

Chlorine Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Chromium Yes Yes Yes  

Graphene oxide Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Lead    Yes 

Nickel  Yes Yes  

Silicon Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Stainless steel  Yes Yes Yes (Japanese 
study) 

Tin  Yes   

Trypanosoma Yes Yes   

     
 

These are all toxic to some degree. Aluminium, graphene oxide and lead are highly toxic. 
Trypanosoma is a parasite (see later). 

Source 
https://www.drrobertyoung.com 

Dr Young’s team analysed the vaccine contents using Phase Contrast Microscopy, 
Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-Ray 
Spectroscopy. The findings confirm other analyses. 

Many of the particles were observed being bonded to graphene oxide and metallic nano-
particles. These are necrotic able to pass through the blood-brain barrier. After several 
months, the particles are transported throughout the body. It is these that are causing 
myocarditis and blood clots. 
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Japanese studies (causing the termination of the vaccine rollout) showed the presence of 
stainless steel and other unidentified particles in the Moderna vaccine. 

The metals in the vaccine have caused patients to become magnetic. However, MRI scans 
cause serious problems to such patients and have resulted in paralysis. Magnetised lipid 
nano-particles migrate under the huge magnetic fields used with the MRI scanner resulting 
in organ damage, like internal shrapnel wounds. 

I am warning vaxxed individuals to avoid MRI scans, especially for the first few weeks, 
as some people have been severely affected by the electromagnetism it produces. The 
most severe cases have resulted in the death of the patients. No one is reporting to 
VAERS. 

Dr Afzal Niaz, Tweet, 22 September 2021. 

Aluminium 
This toxic metal is often present. It is known to cause dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. 
Gels and salts of aluminium are added to the vaccine as adjuvants to help it stimulate a better 
response. Adjuvants inflame the immune system to force it to respond to a pathogen. 

Autopsies 
A growing number of autopsies in various countries are confirming metals and 
contaminants in the organs of vaccinated corpses. 

One example is the results of eight autopsies presented at the pathological institute of 
Reutlingen by Prof Arne Burkhradt and Prof Walter Lang. Microscopic changes had 
occurred in tissues due to contamination. 

Resources 

• State of the Nation, ‘Pfizer vaccine contains 99% graphene oxide after electron 
microscope analysis’. 

• drrobertyoung.com 

• Materials Today, ‘Graphene oxide on the brain’. 

• Science Direct, ‘Graphene toxicity causes myocarditis’. 

• Science Direct, ‘The ex vivo and in vivo biological performances of grapheme oxide and 
the impact of surfactant on graphene oxide’s bio-compatibility’ 

• Zen, ‘Graphene Solutions announces exclusive worldwide rights to commercialise rapid 
saliva-based Covid-19 antigen testing technology’. 

• Particle and Fibre Toxicology, ‘Toxicity of graphene-family nanoparticles: a general 
review of the origins and mechanisms’. 

• Research Gate, ‘Radio-frequency characteristics of graphene oxide’.  

• The Guardian, ‘Genetically modified “Magneto” protein remotely controls brain and 
behaviour'’ 

• Hospital de Barbasto-Huesca, ‘Barbasto hospital report’. 

• Jon Rappaport Blog, ‘Metal particles in many vaccines, but don’t worry; line up and take 
your shots like happy robots.’ 

• International Journal of Vaccines and Vaccination, ‘New quality-control investigations 
on vaccines: micro and nano contamination’, Vol. 4, Issue 1, (2017). 

• The Japanese Times, ‘Foreign substance detected in Moderna vaccine in Japan may be 
metal’, 27 August 2021. 
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More on graphene oxide 

As we have seen, graphene oxide is in all of the western vaccines. We have to question how 
the manufacturers can claim that the shot is a vaccine when it contains the highly dangerous 
graphene oxide.  

Graphene hydroxide is also in the jabs. Nano particles of this are very sharp, two-edged 
substances that act like microscopic razor blades cutting blood vessels and doing untold 
harm to patients. This is not bio-degradable.  

Graphene hydroxide was discovered in the vaccine by Dr Pablo Campra of the University of 
Almeria. This was achieved by a Micro-Raman spectroscopy study. 

German chemist Dr Andreas Noack revealed the deadly effect of graphene hydroxide in the 
vaccines in a video. He was arrested by German police in the middle of a YouTube livestream 
on 18 November 2020. On 26 November 2021, after publishing another video, he died in 
very mysterious circumstances that is alleged to be murder. 

It is the graphene hydroxide molecules that cut the epithelial lining of veins causing blood 
clots and sudden death. 

Dr Noack also explained how athletes (now dying in droves)9 were vulnerable to the effects 
of graphene hydroxide. Their exertions pump the blood around faster into major organs 
where the nano razor blades do their damage and cause heart attacks. 

Parasites 

Hydra 
Hydra vulgaris has been identified by multiple sources. You can find videos and photos of 
microscopic slides showing them. Some doctors opposing the vaccines dispute this but 
accept that ‘garbage’ and fibres are in the contents. 

Hydra is a cylindrical polyp belonging to the phylum Cnidaria, and part of the class 
Hydrozoa along with colonial hydroids such as the Portuguese man-of-war. Hydras may be 
found amongst almost any pondweed; each polyp will extend to about 1 cm (0.4 inch) if 
undisturbed. The tentacles sway gently, until contacted by Daphnia or other aquatic 
organisms, whereupon stinging cells discharge and the prey is drawn into the mouth, its 
empty skin being ejected hours later. Hydras can move by cartwheeling on their tentacles to 
reattach their base to another plant or rock. They can reproduce by budding from their own 
stalk, releasing the new hydras once they are large enough. Most species exist as separate 
males or females; males release sperm into the water around females to fertilise the egg. The 
egg is produced as a resistant shell which overwinters. [Oxford World Encyclopaedia.] 

It is claimed that these are genetically modified otherwise they could not survive in the 
conditions within a vaccine vial at low temperatures or in the bloodstream. Scientists are 
interested in hydra because it appears to be immortal and when cut will produce a new 
appendage or even two new hydras. They reproduce readily. 

Trypanosoma 
Trypanosoma cruzi causes Chagas disease. Trypanosoma brucei causes Sleeping sickness. 

 
9 Three vaccinated professional footballers collapsed on the field in one week. 
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Chagas 
Chagas disease has been reported in places like Texas. 

Typical symptoms include: nausea, vomiting, rash, aches, headache, eyelid swelling, 
diarrhoea, fever, stomach cramps, fatigue, listlessness, inability to work, swollen glands, 
irregular heartbeat, heart failure, difficulty swallowing. Increased risk of death. 

Ivermectin shows effectiveness against this parasite. 

Sleeping sickness 
Symptoms include: fever, headaches, enlarged lymph modes, joint pains, confusion, sensory 
disturbance, organ failure, coma etc. It is fatal. 

Ask yourself how it is possible that a vaccine has parasites that cause death as ingredients, if 
it is supposed to be benevolent? 

Resources 

• American Journal of Biomedical Science and Research, ‘Trypanosoma cruzi 
experimental infection and Covid-19: similar cardiovascular syndrome?’ 

• PubMed, ‘Effect of Ivermectin on Trypanosoma brucei in experimentally infected mice’. 

• The Stew Peters Show; interviews and slides with Dr Jane Ruby and Dr Carrie Medej. 
 

One patent investigation regarding toxic contents 

Dr Ariyana Love investigated the patents for the various vaccines and discovered shocking 
contents in all of them, which she explained in multiple interviews (see below). 

The list of toxic substances and effects discovered include: 

• Propane (a flammable hazard that causes hypoxia). 

• Bromide (a corrosive). 

• Biochips. (Wireless nano-sensors.) 

• Graphene oxide. 

• Graphene hydroxide. (Nano razor-blades that cannot be discovered in autopsies.) 

• Other graphene variants. 

• Hydrogels (developed by DARPA with Pfizer etc.). 

• Quantum dots. 

• Items that cause gene deletion. Over 30 gene deletions are mentioned in the patent. 
Some of these gene deletions cause the Covid variants. 

• Synthetic DNA (CDNA, which can be patented; the US Supreme Court has ruled that 
humans can be patented if their DNA is changed). 

• Reversal of the X, Y-chromosomes which causes sterility. 

• E-Coli (bacteria). 

• HIV1. [This is patented and owned by Fauci.] 

• SARS. 
 
Resources 

• Stew Peters Show, interview with Dr Ariyana Love, ‘Moderna patent uncovers horror’. 
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The vaccine is a bioweapon 

Multiple specialists (not conspiracy theorists) commenting on the vaccine rollout have called 
the vaccine a ‘bioweapon’.10 This is a serious charge, but it results from the fact that the 
vaccine origins lie in the realm of weapons development at DARPA11 followed by gain of 
function development led by Anthony Fauci in the NIAID, Peter Daszac of the EcoHealth 
Alliance, the NIH and the level 4 Wuhan facility (funded by Fauci).  

All the developments of a weaponised SARS virus and vaccines are patented and can be 
traced. SARS-Cov-2 does not exist as a natural virus but is a coronavirus (a cold) that has 
been weaponised by the US under Fauci, in co-operation with China, to be highly infectious 
and debilitating and the developmental changes are all patented going back decades. The 
original interest of DARPA was for a weapon to be used against an enemy. 

A bioweapon is a biological agent that is intended to cause harm to a target group. The 
vaccines fulfil this definition because they are known vectors of harm – the level of harms 
were already understood in the trials and the FDA examination – and these can also be 
traced as they have been by bio-analyst Karen Kingston, a former employee of Pfizer. She 
has explained, in multiple interviews, the toxic contents of the vaccines and the process of 
their development and the cover-up of known hazards. She also calls the vaccine a 
bioweapon. 

The data given you so far proves that the vaccines are a bio-weapon. 

Resources 

• The AJ Roberts Show, Karen Kingston (Bio-Analyst), ‘Truth is in the data’. 

• Paul Fahy, ‘The Coronavirus patents’. 

• Stew Peters Show, interview with Dr Aryana Love, ‘Moderna patent uncovers horror’. 
 

The vaccines don’t work 

There is no scientific data showing that the vaccines have saved a single life, while there is 
much data showing that they have killed multiple thousands.12 Associate editor of the BMJ, 
Dr Peter Doshi, points out that the vaccine manufacturers designed clinical trials that do not 
provide any data on all-cause mortality benefits.13 The clinical trials do not study viral 
transmission, viral load or prevention of severe illness, hospitalisation or death. Wrong data 
was used to claim that the vaccine saved lives that it didn’t save. Also they wiped out the 
control cohort in the trials by inoculating them too, violating clinical studies. This erases any 
data showing that the vaccines increase infection rates and enhance severe illness. 

Currently the hospitals in many countries are filled with vaccinated patients. Israel, with its 
highly vaccinated population, has hospitals filled with vaccinated patients. In Britain, the 
hospitalised Covid patients are predominantly vaccinated people; in Scotland it is even 
worse. Germany is c.70% vaccinated but is experiencing a new wave of Covid with 
skyrocketing cases. 

 
10 Such as Dr Mike Yeadon or Dr Sherri Tenpenny. 
11 The US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
12 Natural News, ‘Bombshell: there is no scientific evidence that covid-19 vaccines have saved a single life’, 30 
November 2021. 
13 BMJ, ‘Covid-19 vaccine trials cannot tell us if they will save lives’, 21.October 2021. 
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An Israeli study stated, ‘In a large population of adults tested for SARS-Cov-2 by RT-PCR after 

two doses of mRNA vaccine, a gradual increase in the risk of infection was seen for individuals who 

received their second vaccine dose after at least 90 days’.14 Fully vaccinated people face a 400% 
increase in risk of infection for at least 150 days post injection. 

Studies based on new UKHSA (was PHE) data shows that infection rates and deaths are over 
twice the amount in the vaccinated. These figures were so embarrassing that the HSA has 
now hidden them after pressure from certain agencies. The hospitalisation and death rates 
are the same; the majority are vaccinated people. 

The Guardian (21 November 2021) claimed that Covid cases in hospitals was largely a 
disease of the unvaccinated. Yet at that point in time the HSA data (in the four weeks up to 
14 November) showed that 71% of adults hospitalised with Covid are vaccinated; 29% were 
unvaccinated. Covid deaths in that period were 18% of unvaccinated people but 82% of 
vaccinated people. This is just one example of blatant media lies.15 

Studies show that vaccine effectiveness wanes after two months and from day 211 there is no 
effectiveness for the Pfizer vaccine. Other Covid vaccines show similar waning. Under 
government regulations, if that was known at the start, the vaccines would have never been 
given temporary approval. 

US CDC data shows rates of hospitalisations for severe illness in the fully vaccinated went 
from 0.01% in January 2021 to 9% in May 2021. Deaths went from 0% to 15.1%. If the 
vaccines were safe then the figures would have remained stable, not increased. Of the five 
US counties with the highest vaccination rates (84.3% to 99.9%), four are in the CDC’s high 
transmission list. Counties with low vaccination rates have low transmission. 

Iceland and Portugal, with over 75% of their populations fully vaccinated, have more Covid 
cases per million than Vietnam and South Africa where only 10% are vaccinated. 

49% of the global population has been vaccinated and a majority of people have had Covid 
and gained natural immunity. In this case Covid should be a non-issue. Instead, there are 
new waves flaring up, such as in Germany, and Covid (though declining in Britain) is still a 
problem. The reason is that vaccinated people are getting sick far more than unvaccinated 
people with Covid and side effects. 

Various studies are showing that there is no evidence that Covid cases are declining in areas 
with a high vaccination rate. 20 studies have shown that vaccine efficacy is very weak. When 
the UKHSA data and graphs proved that vaccine effectiveness was declining fast, pressure 
was laced upon the institution to delete this data. It is now omitted. 

On 20 November The Spectator published an article by Lionel Shriver titled, ‘The absurd 
theatre of vaccine passports’. This used PHE data showing that for over-30s the rates of 
Covid infection per 100,000 are now higher among the vaccinated than the unvaccinated. I 
have been claiming this for some time. 

 
14 Natural News, , ‘;Designed to fail: Israeli scientists document rapid failure of Covid vaccines, push booster 
shots anyway’, 30 November 2021. BMJ, ‘Elapsed time since BNT162b2 vaccine and risk of SARS-Cov-2 
infection: test negative design study’, BMJ 2021; 375:e067873. 
15 See analysis by Will Jones in The Daily Sceptic, ‘Guardian article claims Covid in hospitals has largely 
become a disease of the unvaccinated …’, 24 November 2021. 
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At this time Gibraltar, which has 100% of the population vaccinated, had a severe surge of 
Covid and reintroduced social restrictions.  

In November Vermont had 72% of its population double vaccinated but Covid cases are 
surging. Cases increased by 42%. The hospital admission rate for fully vaccinated people 
increased by 8% but the admissions for unvaccinated people dropped by 15%. Local doctor 
Deborah Conrad stated that double vaccinated people are 9 times more likely to be 
hospitalised than the unvaccinated. 

Daniel Horowitz reports on 10 countries where the data shows that the Covid vaccines have 
failed.16 

• The UK: despite a massive vaccine rollout, the UK has more cases than it did during last 
winter’s wave when nobody was vaccinated. [Oct 20: 4 million cases, Oct 21: 5 million 
cases.] The H.S.A data shows a negative efficacy to the shots and in some age groups the 
vaccinated are twice as likely to get Covid. 

• Iceland. (I won’t give all the detailed statistics for sake of space.) 

• Singapore. 

• Netherlands. 

• Belgium. 

• Cayman islands. 

• New |Mexico. 

• Maine. 

• Seychelles. 

• Gibraltar. 
 
A statistician has examined the VAERS data and reveals how the efficacy and safety claims 
of the vaccine manufacturers are downright lies.17 

Resources 
Scientific papers showing that the vaccines have poor efficacy. 

• The Lancet Infectious diseases, 29 October 2021. 

• The Lancet Infectious diseases, 1 November 2021. 

• The Lancet Preprint, ‘Transmission of SARS-Cov-2 Delta among vaccinated health care 
workers, Vietnam’, 11 October, 2021. 

• The Lancet Preprint, 25 October 2021. 

• MedRxiv, 31 July 2021. 

• Eurosurveillance rapid communication, September 2021, 26(39). 

• BioRxiv, 30 September 2021. 

• Journal of Infection, 9 August 2021. 

• MedRxiv, 25 August 2021. 
 

Effects 

There are a host of serious side effects to all the vaccines, including death. Here is a simple 
summary. 

 
16 Blaze Media, ‘Horowitz: 10 places that show the Covid shots have failed miserably’, 16 November 2021. 
17 UK Column, Christine Cotton interview, ‘Analysis of US VAERS vaccine adverse reactions data by bio-
statistician Christine Cotton’. 
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Cytokine storm 
The formation of ‘non-neutralising antibodies’ can lead to an exaggerated immune reaction 
(cytokine storm), especially when the test person is confronted with the real wild virus after 
vaccination (viral interference or ADE).18 This cytokine storm causes the body to attacks its 
own organs and causes death. 

Oxygen depletion 
Covid vaccines deplete oxygen from red blood cells. 

Cardiologist Dr Richard Fleming did his own tests and analyses on veno-puncture blood 
from a volunteer to which he added the Pfizer vaccine and saline. He discovered that the 
oxygen carrying capacity of red blood cells disappears within one minute; they lose their 
colour and start to clot even in the microscope slide. This did not happen without the vaccine 
added. The vaccine is either removing the oxygen or changing the composition of the 
haemoglobin molecule. The change is irreversible. He has real-time video of all this 
occurring. 

Red blood cells carry oxygen to organs but also export CO2 waste out of the body. These 
damaged cells just float in the bloodstream unable to function for their lifetime (about 90-
120 days). The immune system will not remove them. Thus the body will not get the oxygen 
it needs or get rid of CO2 which is acidic. Note that increased CO2 from facemasks worsens 
this problem. The CO2 is normally transported to the lungs and breathed out but in this 
condition the body develops respiratory and metabolic acidosis.19 

This is one reason why some vaccine recipients literally drop dead immediately while others 
just get hypoxia and end up in hospital or develop organ failure. 

He also found lots of what he calls ‘garbage’ such as unknown fibres. 

Dr Fleming has issued notices of liability to the FDA and to the White House. He intends to 
also do this with the mainstream media. 

Cardiovascular inflammation 
The vaccines cause inflammation along the cardiovascular system leading to heart attack or 
stroke. Dr J Patrick Whelan brought this up with the FDA. Dr Hoorman Noorchashm 
confirmed Whelan’s thesis. They said that the vaccine is likely to cause autoimmune attacks 
along the ACE-2 receptors present in the heart, brain liver and kidneys. If viral antigens are 
present in the tissues of recipients, the vaccine-augmented immune response will turn the 
immune system against those tissues, causing inflammation that can lead to blood clot 
formation. This can be fatal. There is no screening process to check for this. 

The FDA has warned that the vaccines can cause disseminated intravascular coagulation. 
This causes blood clots to form throughout the body blocking blood vessels. Recipients are 
already showing signs of this event. 

Free mRNA can excite the immune system and cause inflammatory diseases. Many current 
side effects appear to be caused by brain inflammation. People with inflammatory diseases 
and auto-immune diseases are at high-risk of dying. 

German data now shows that there are twice as many cardiac arrests in athletes this year 
compared to all of previous history. Spectators have literally witnessed healthy sports stars 

 
18 Antibody Dependent Enhancement. 
19 For good health the body needs to be slightly alkaline. 
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dying on the pitch. There have been over 75 cardiac arrests of sports stars on the field in five 
months– and the number is still rapidly rising. There are well over 100 cases so far this year 
worldwide. In previous history there were only 74 cardiac arrests of sports stars up until 
2017 and only 56% were deadly. 

Suppression / destruction of the immune system 
Studies have shown that with each of the shots the weaker the immune system becomes. 
This is why highly vaccinated areas, where people have had three shots, the hospitals are full 
of vaccinated patients who are seriously ill (such as Israel). 

Some studies show that immune system functions are dropping around 5% each week in the 
vaccinated. This is based on the latest data from the PHE Vaccine Surveillance Report 
(UKHSA). Double vaccinated people between the ages of 40 and 70 have already lost about 
40% of their immune system capacity. 40-49 year-olds suffer total immune system loss in 9 
weeks. People over 80 lose it in 20 weeks. 50-59 ages last 15 weeks. If this continues, 30-50 
year-olds will have completely lost their immune system by Christmas. This is the equivalent 
of AIDS. Everyone over 30 will have no defence against cancer and infections within 6 
months. Anyone taking the booster shot will have even less time. 

Autoimmune disease 
A study has shown that Covid vaccines could cause autoimmune thyroid disease.20 Multiple 
doctors have warned that autoimmune disease will result. 

Prion disease 
Prion disease was virtually non-existent until recent weeks; now it is common. Steve Kirsch 
explained that, ‘There is no doubt the mRNA vaccines are causing prion diseases. People didn’t 

have these diseases before the shot and suddenly they develop them after the shot. There is no 

other explanation for this.’21 For explaining this, Twitter deleted all his 12-years of posts 
followed by 75,000 people. 

Prion disease is incurable and always fatal within weeks of vaccination. It seems that this is 
a result of the spike protein. This had been uncovered by Professor Byram Bridle in May 
2021. Now, VAERS data shows that nearly 84% of all excess dementia and Alzheimer’s cases 
this year are linked to the vaccines plus 86% of all Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. 

Capillary leak syndrome 
The European Medicine Agency is investigating reports of capillary leak syndrome following 
the Moderna vaccine.22 

Inflammation of the endothelium 
A new study23 has categorically shown that the vaccines dramatically increase endothelial 
inflammatory markers and ACS (Acute Coronary Syndrome) risk as measured by the PULS 
cardiac test. It also shows T-cell infiltration of cardiac muscle. The result is thrombosis. 

 
20 Springer Link, A Pujol et. al., ‘Thyroid as a target of adjuvant autoimmunity/inflammation syndrome due to 
mRNA-based SARS-COV2 vaccination: from Graves’ disease to silent thyroiditis’. 
21 Natural News, ‘Proof that Covid vaccines casue prion disease’, 29 November 2021. 
22 Reuters, ‘Brief: EMA says assessing reports of capillary leak syndrome after Modern Covid-19 shot’, 11 
November 2021. 
23 Circulation, Steven Gundry, ‘mRNA Covid vaccines dramatically increase endothelial inflammatory markers 
and ACS risk as measured by the PULS cardiac test: a warning’, 8 November 2021. [The number one cardiac 
journal.] 
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This may account for the multiple cases of heart attacks post vaccination. Doctors are calling 
for the vaccine rollout to be halted for this reason alone. 

Death 
There are multiple causes of death; in the short term, medium term and long term. I will 
simply list these without deep analysis. 

Short term fatalities 

• Death by anaphylactic shock. 

• Death from heart failure. 

• Death from hypoxia. 

• Death from myocarditis. 

• Death from stroke. 

• Pulmonary embolism. 

• Blood clots. 

• Death of babies: stillbirths, spontaneous abortions, and newborns with serious 
conditions. 

 
Medium term fatalities 

• Gradual build up of blood clots leading to: death from heart attack, brain tumours, lung 
disease, thrombosis etc. 

• ADE. 

• Death from metabolic collapse due to acidosis. 

• Vaccine-induced immuno-deficiency.  

• Auto-immune reaction. 

• Heart failure. 
 
Long term fatalities 

• Destruction of the immune system leading to multiple ailments. 

• AIDS-like symptoms (immune system collapse). 

• Cancer. 

• Heart failure. 

• ADE. 

• Damage to DNA caused by the spike protein. 
 
Death after vaccination 
35,924 people died within 21 days of having a Covid vaccination in England in the first 8 
months of 2021 according to ONS data and UKHSA. 5,522 people had died within 28 days 
of a vaccination between 8 Dec 2020 and 21 June 2021 in Scotland. 

The ONS recently supplied data showing that almost 10,000 extra people have died from 
non-Covid diseases in England and Wales since the summer. There were about 21,000 more 
deaths from all causes than average since July. In November there were calls for an urgent 
enquiry after the ONS showed data that there were more than 20,823 deaths than average 
of which only 11,531 involved Covid.24 

New data analysis in November 2021 confirmed that vaccinated people had a higher risk of 
death and hospitalisation. In November it was revealed that vaccinated adults under 60 are 
dying at twice the rate of the unvaccinated. The vaccine doubles the deaths from all causes. 

 
24 The Express, ‘NHS panic as mortuaries fill with thousands of non-Covid deaths – urgent inquiry calls’, 17 
November 2021. 
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[See later.] Data analysis of three months of UKHSA statistics shows that four out of every 
five Covid deaths are in the vaccinated.25 

See ONS graph ‘Death rates 60-69 by vaccine status, ONS Data, published November 2021’. 
This shows deaths among the vaccinated skyrocketing but deaths among the unvaccinated 
dropping. This is the opposite of the government narrative.26 

The almost vast majority of the deceased are vaccinated people, that seemingly have 
gone through immuno-suppression. 83 dead in the past month. 

Keshet 12 News, Israeli TV. 

In this wave … we’re seeing vaccinated individuals …. In a serious condition, and we’re 
seeing death as well. An increase that we have seen over the past few days very 
significantly. 

Israeli government press secretary, November 2021. 

The young 
The rate of young people fatality is skyrocketing. This has never been observed before; the 
numbers are staggering. Most of the deaths are due to heart failure (myocarditis). Young 
people are, uncharacteristically, also having multiple strokes. This is currently being covered 
up in the media but the wave of young deaths is becoming a major story that will break 
eventually. It will result in a national scandal and heads will roll. 

Children’s hospitals are being flooded with infant cardiac patients in America and Australia 
at least. ICUs everywhere have a high proportion of young cardiac patients and especially 
myocarditis. Undertakers, such as John O’Looney, are shocked at the high number of young 
people fatalities, mostly heart attack (there were very few in the heat of the Covid epidemic). 
Doctors in France have now warned against vaccinating healthy children.27 

You can find videos of young people being given the jab and immediately collapsing dead or 
incapacitated on the floor. One video shows a street where a vaccination centre is situated. 
As a car drives down the street filming, there is casualty after causality prone on the 
sidewalk. These people came out from the centre, walked a few paces and collapsed. 

Young people are aware through social media of this danger and this is why vaccine take up 
amongst them is very low. The last time I checked it was 19%. 

Stillbirths and newborn deaths 
Pregnant mothers that got vaccinated are seeing the newborn babies die of heart disease. 
Scotland has launched an investigation into the abnormal spike in newborn baby deaths.28  

In Canada stillbirths are exploding across the country from vaccinated mothers.29 

 
25 See detailed analysis in The Expose, ‘Only the fully vaccinated should fear the new worst ever Covid-19 
variant: data shows they already account for 4 in every 5 Covid deaths’, 27 November 2021.. 
26 See Tweet from Professor Michael Northcott. 
27 The Express, ‘France sparks Covid vaccine warning: doctors urge against jabs for certain children’, 19 
November 2021. 
28 The Herald, ‘Investigation launched into abnormal spike in newborn baby deaths in Scotland’, 19 November 
2021. 
29 BitChute, ‘Stillbirths are exploding across Canada in fully vaccinated mothers’. 
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Data 
Latest data (mid November 2021) from reporting systems (which is 1% of the actual figure) 
shows the following 

System Deaths Adverse events 

UK MHRA Yellow Card 1,784 1,271,009 (386,517 
reports) 

US VAERS 18,853 894,145 

DAEN (Australia) 656 80,966 

EudraVigilance [EU] 31,014 2,859,586 (1,181,121 
reports) 

 

Even on the basis of government figures over 50,000 people have died after being vaccinated 
in America, the UK and the EU alone. Considering the Harvard Pilgrim study30 showing that 
the figures need to be multiplied by 100 or even more,31 200,000 people have died in 
America alone; some doctors and researchers are saying that the real figure is over 300,000 
or even 400,000. It also implies that 5,100,000 have died in the US, UK and EU. The global 
adverse events are in the many millions. You can argue all you like about correlation versus 
causality and circumstantial evidence, but we are long past calling for a halt on the rollout 
pending a full public enquiry. In a previous Swine Flu vaccine programme a halt was 
initiated after less than 50 deaths were recorded. 

Note that neither the CDC nor the MHRA are investigating the individual cases of adverse 
reactions. An MIT study sample showed that 86% of adverse events were proven to be caused 
by the vaccine. There is correlation and causality. 

The WHO confirms that the adverse events from Covid vaccines are hundreds of times 
greater that all previous vaccines added together.32 

The latest data from the ONS shows that vaccinated adults under 60 are dying at twice the 
rate of the unvaccinated. The vaccine doubles the deaths from all causes.33 At a recent 
conference of the American Heart Association Dr Steven Gundry presented a study showing 
the massively increased risk of heart problems post-injection. In his own patients he 
discovered a risk increase from 11% to 25% on the acute coronary syndrome scale. This 
increase persisted for over two months after injection. 

Data published on 1 December by Public Health Scotland shows that fully vaccinated people 
account for 9 out of every 10 Covid-19 deaths since August 2021. It also shows that most 
hospitalisations are vaccinated people.34 

 
30 Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Inc. ‘Electronic support for public health – vaccine adverse event reporting 
system (ESP: VAERS)’, (2009). 
31 For example, the labyrinthine reports take a doctor 30 minutes to complete and this is unpaid work. 
Whistleblowers have stated that thousands of patients have complained about adverse reactions to their GP 
but only one or two forms get filled in if the patient demands it. 
32 It showed this in tabular form but I cannot now access the page. 
33 Natural News, ‘Bombshell: vaccinated adults under 60 are dying at twice the rate of the unvaccinated. The 
vaccine doubles the deaths from all causes’, 23 November 2021. ONS, ‘Death by vaccination status, England’. 
34 The Expose, 3 December 2021. 
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Ecuador 
You can find video footage of mass deaths in Ecuador. Mortuaries are full, massive cemetery 
extensions are being built. Bodies are everywhere: floating in hordes on beaches, lying in the 
streets, stacked up in piles on lorries and so on. The stench of dead bodies fills the air. 

At the moment this is being attributed to Covid, which makes no sense as ‘natural’ Covid 
deaths are flat-lining but the numbers of vaccinated people dying is skyrocketing. There are 
also allegations that it is due to a mass switching on of 5G affecting vaccinated people. 

Resources 
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The vaccine testing was flawed and rigged 

It was always known that the proper vaccine trials had not been conducted and that only 
temporary emergency authorisation was given to the vaccines, due to a claimed necessity (in 
fact the death toll shows that there was no necessity at all). 

The benefits were also exaggerated by statistical manipulation. AstraZeneca boasted a 
relative reduction of risk at 100% but the absolute reduction was 0.01% Pfizer stated a 
relative risk of 95% but the absolute risk reduction was 0.84% Over time all the vaccines 
empirically show zero usefulness after six months. 

Note that with a disease that has a 99+% survival rate, a vaccine with a claimed efficacy rate 
of 95% is less useful than doing nothing. What is the purpose of the vaccines. They do not 
stop transmission or infection and their claim to reduce severity of symptoms is proved false 
by all the vaccinated people currently in hospital and dying. 

There were always suspicions, and some data, implying that the testing was not conducted 
properly. However, new data is emerging from multiple Pfizer whistleblowers (including a 
regional director) showing that there were serious problems with the testing protocols.35 

In short, problems include: 

• Vaccine protocols were broken. 

• Adverse reactions were delayed or covered up. 

• Patients were ‘un-blinded’. 

• Inadequately trained staff. 

• Falsifying data. 

• Corners were cut to produce desired results. 

• Staff doing quality-control checks were overwhelmed by the volume of problems. 

• Lack of follow up to reported adverse events. 

• Vials not stored at the proper temperature. 

• Mislabelling. 
 
This level of criminal mismanagement is shocking. 

When whistleblower Brooke Jackson raised concerns about this with her supervisor and the 
FDA, she was immediately fired. She then sent a dossier containing photos, data, audio-
recordings, documents and emails to the BMJ. 

The FDA subsequently only audited 10% of vaccine premises and found no serious issues. It 
should be noted that multiple FDA committee members have financial links to Pfizer. 

A Swedish research team found that Pfizer’s vaccine trials were riddled with fraud and 
demanded the vaccinations be stopped. It also mentioned the ‘gigantic’ scale of adverse 
events. It said that these were ten times more than all reactions reported in previous years 
for all medicines totalling 25,000 substances. 

Trial victims damaged 
In addition to this, multiple people have given witness statements to a US Senate committee 
explaining that the trials were fixed. Adverse events were scrubbed from the report and the 

 
35 Natural News, ‘Whistleblower says Pfizer falsified data, conducted flawed Covid vaccine trials to rig FDA 
approval’, 3 November 2021. BMJ, ‘Covid-19 researcher blows the whistle on data integrity issues in Pfizer’s 
vaccine trial’, BMJ 2021; 375:n2635. 
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sick patients were dismissed from the programme. The testimonies from the mother 
(Stephanie) of young healthy girl called Maddie De Garay and a woman called Brianne 
Dressen explain this vividly. Maddie was left paralysed and in constant pain from multiple 
medical issues; her trial case was listed as ‘tummy-ache’. Both these testimonies explain 
multiple breaches of protocol to cover-up adverse vaccine events and to get FDA approval 
by fraud. 

Deaths 
Pfizer lied about the fatalities in the trial (and other issues) and the truth finally came out. 
It showed that more vaccinated people died during the trial than in the placebo group. There 
were 21 people who died in the vaccinated cohort but 14 in the unvaccinated. 

Perhaps it is unsurprising that the FDA has asked a court for a delay of 55 years to fully 
release the Pfizer vaccine trial data. Multiple people have demanded to see the full, un-edited 
trial data but the authorities have refused to comply. 

Leaked documents 
In December 2021 a group called Public Health and Medical Professionals for  Transparency 
published a leaked Pfizer document showing that Pfizer and the FDA knew in early 2021 that 
the Pfizer vaccine was killing thousands of people and causing spontaneous abortions plus 
damaging three times more women than men. 

One document was part of the FDA files which Pfizer had sought to hide the information for 
55 years but a court ordered the release of 500 FDA files per month. In the first tranche was 
a document titled, ‘Cumulative analysis of Post-Authorisation adverse event reports’. This 
showed that within 90 days after the release of the Pfizer jab the company was aware of 
reports of 1,223 deaths and over 42,000 adverse reports describing 168,893 adverse 
reactions. These reports were from multiple countries. The most reported category was 
nervous system disorders and it revealed that three times as many women were damaged 
than men. It also noted spontaneous abortions, stillbirths, neonatal deaths with 
spontaneous abortions being the highest number in the reports. 

Pfizer told the FDA that the vaccine could cause ‘Vaccine-associated enhanced disease’ 
including respiratory diseases. In other words, it can cause Covid-like symptoms. Pfizer also 
admitted that it had no data on the effects in pregnant women or in children under 12-years 
of age or indeed no data on efficacy. 

So Pfizer admitted back then that it knew that the vaccine killed people and they did not 
know if it was effective. Yet government officials everywhere have stated formally that the 
vaccine is safe and effective.  

The list of major adverse reactions include: 

• Myocarditis. 

• Nervous system disorders. 

• Respiratory disease. 

• Blood clots. 

• Muscular-skeletal disorders. 

• Gastro-intestinal disorders. 

• Anaphylactic shock. 

• New infections, including Covid. 
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These are exactly what we are seeing in the adverse event reports on a grand global scale. All 
of these could have been prevented a year ago because Pfizer already know what was 
happening. 

There has been a proven criminal conspiracy involving the manufacturers, government, 
health officials and the media. 

Note: 

• The FDA committed criminal fraud in approving the vaccines as safe and effective. 

• Pfizer committed criminal fraud in hiding this data. 

• Pfizer is guilty of corporate manslaughter. 

• National governments are guilty of malfeasance and corporate manslaughter. 
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The exemptions 

Are you aware that the establishment does not have to have the vaccine or declare their 
status? If Covid is the threat that the establishment says it is, and if proximity is dangerous, 
why are whole sections of the establishment exempt at all? The following are exempt: 

America 

• All of Congress. 

• All of Congressional staff. 

• All of the House of Representatives. 

• All senators. 

• All White House employees. 

• 2,500 Pfizer employees. 

• 1,500 Moderna employees. 

• 120,000 Johnson and Johnson employees. 

• 15,000 CDC employees. 

• 14,000 FDA employees. 

• 2 million illegal aliens. 

• 8 million Chinese students. 
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Britain 

• All British MPs do not have to declare their vaccine status. 

• All of the attendees and hundreds of corollary staff attending the [Keystone]36 COP 26 
conference. 

 

The agenda 

Transhumanism and complete surveillance 
This has been openly asserted by many elite players but most obviously by Klaus Schwab, 
head of the World Economic Forum (WEF) / DAVOS. He explains it in his books The Great 
Reset and The Fourth Industrial Revolution. The goals of the WEF are in line with the UN’s 
Agenda 2030, Bill Gates’ eugenic ambitions and the Rockefeller Lock Step programme. 

The goal is to change humanity completely, making it genetically spliced with digital 
technology. The purpose of this is so that those in control can monitor and manipulate 
people at a distance by digital signals via the Internet of Things enabled by 5G. 

Make no mistake, these people want to destroy humanity as it currently exists and replace it 
with a genetically new species of modified, controllable humanity. 

This requires creating a chimera sort of person that has a computer system in the body that 
can receive distant signals and can be fully surveilled and monitored; the Internet of the 
Body. It can also end up with signals being able to change a person’s mood and behaviour 
through nano-systems lodged in the brain. This technology is already available. 

You must understand that this sci-fi insanity is not theoretical, they have openly discussed 
it for years and are now implementing it actively through the vaccine rollouts. Why are 
continual boosters required for a sickness that has a 99.9% survival rate and is less of a threat 
than TB, sepsis, dementia and many other maladies? It is because each shot passes on a new 
part of the digital system gradually building up in the body. This is why governments have 
said that booster shots will be necessary every 5 months. This is an uprating of the internal 
computer operating system. 

Population control 
The global elite are eugenicists. They want to sterilise certain populations, notably Black 
people, and get rid of most of the world’s population. The aim is for a global population of 
only 500 million people to do work that AI robots cannot do. These people will be slaves in 
a technocrat system of society. 

The elite has openly stated that it will use vaccines for depopulation. Bill Gates has said it 
publicly and his vaccine programmes have been killing and maiming young people in Africa 
and India for years. For example, the recent polio epidemic in these countries was driven by 
his polio vaccine. That has been scientifically established. The WHO had to eventually admit 
that a global Polio explosion was a vaccine-strain; i.e. from Gates’ vaccine. Epidemics in 
Congo, the Philippines and Afghanistan are linked to Gates’ vaccine. By 2018, 75% of global 
cases were from Gates’ vaccines. 

Whether you accept this or not, the Covid vaccines have killed tens of thousands of people 
according to the government recorded data on adverse events in numerous countries. The 

 
36 Silent movie slapstick films about totally incompetent American policemen (1912-1917). 
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Harvard Pilgrim study found that only 1% of adverse reactions are ever recorded. Even the 
UK’s MHRA stated that only 10% of adverse reactions are recorded. This means that 
hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of people have already died from the vaccines. 
Vaccines have always killed people for hundreds of years going back to the 1700s. The 
difference is that the Covid vaccines are killing a much higher proportion of victims than 
anything before. 

Economic reset 
Covid leads to the vaccines, which leads to vaccine passports controlling society, which is the 
baseline for a new global economic reset based on individual digital data. 

The global economy, reset in the 1970s when the gold standard was removed and the Petro-
Dollar established by Kisinger and Nixon, has been based upon increasing debt, money 
printing, banking corruption and deception for decades and the system is currently on life-
support about to collapse. In fact, global economic collapse is long overdue and has only 
been continued by intolerable corruption, fixing of financial systems, suppression of the 
value of gold and so on. It is now beginning to crumble and the banking class is desperate to 
bring in a new system to control monetary demise. 

The plan is to reset the global economy based upon Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) 
and the elite have been working on developing this for some time and recently announced 
its completion. But what is necessary for this new system to work is for everyone in the world 
to be brought into a digital control system whereby banks have access to all your personal 
data and you are linked to a new currency system. You don’t have an account; you are the 
account. The elite will have total remote control of your finances, which will be linked to a 
social credit system like the one already existent in China. So control of your finances 
ensures compliance with government diktats. 

Ultimately access and monitoring of this system will be by vaccine implanted biomarkers 
and surveillance devices, but until that is completed (it has already begun) through multiple 
vaccines a vaccine passport system will be the device that registers with the world banking 
system. The whole Covid fake crisis was engineered to lead to CBDCs and full social control. 
This is euphemistically termed, ‘the Great Reset’ or ‘the New Normal’, or ‘Building Back 
Better’, by elite puppets. When this system is complete, you will effectively be a slave with 
no power. 

Resources 

• Klaus Schwab, Thierry Malleret; ‘Covid-19: The Great Reset’, Agentur Schweiz, (2020). 

• Klaus Schwab, ‘The Fourth Industrial Revolution’, Currency, (2017). 

• Klaus Schwab, Nicholas Davis; ‘Shaping the future of the Fourth Industrial Revolution’, 
Currency, (2018). 

• Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Inc. ‘Electronic support for public health – vaccine adverse 
event reporting system (ESP: VAERS)’, (2009). [Not Harvard University.] ‘Fewer than 1% 

of vaccine adverse reactions are reported’. 
 

The omicron variant 

This ‘scariant’ appeared just in time for various nations to institute lockdowns just before 
Christmas and for some to go even further with mandatory vaccinations and fines. A few 
words are necessary. 
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• The (‘Botswana’ B.1.1.529) variant is very mild. Indeed, symptoms are identical to a 
common cold: headache, tiredness and perhaps a throaty cough. 

• If every winter a flu/cold variant drives social restrictions, then the world will be locked 
down forever. 

• The discoverer of the variant in South Africa explained that it is mild and stated that the 
reaction of the UK government was unhinged and over-excessive. 

• Only three people have been identified in the UK so far but new mask mandates have 
been demanded and the scaremongering ramped up. 

• Studies so far show that the variant only appears in the vaccinated. In Botswana the four 
patients identified with Omicron were previously vaccinated. No unvaccinated person at 
this point has been identified with omicron. 

 
The fact is that as, Prof. Vanden Bossche predicted, it is the vaccines that are causing the 
variants to appear. However, since all variants only differ from the original strain by 3%, 
naturally immune people have nothing to fear; their immune systems will detect all variants 
and combat them if, they are healthy. 

The control of the media 

Big Pharma not only controls western governments but also controls the media. At a global 
level the same investment companies, like Blackrock and Vanguard, own both, but even at a 
lower level vaccines companies sponsor media outlets and control the narrative. I will give 
just one example, Pfizer. 

Pfizer pays for the following: 

• Good Morning America. 

• CBS Health Watch. 

• Anderson Cooper 360. 

• ABC’s nightline. 

• Making a difference. 

• CNN Tonight. 

• Early Start. 

• Friday Night on Aaron Burnett. 

• This week with George Stephanopolis. 

• CBS Sports Update. 

• CBS This Morning. 

• Meet the Press. 
 
The real problem is the total control that investment companies like Blackrock and 
Vanguard hold over everything. These companies are owned by the richest people in the 
world: the Rockefellers, the Rothschilds, the Windsors, the DuPonts, the Orsinis, the 
Vanderbilts and others. They own: the media, Big Pharma, energy suppliers, manufacturers, 
the travel industry, the military industrial complex, education systems, and everything else 
that makes up modern life from fashion to holidays. 

This is why the media across the world sing with one voice and one message. You can see 
them parroting the exact same reports in the same language in nation after nation. It is a 
script penned by the news agencies, which are owned by the same rich people. 
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A very few people hold a hidden monopoly over 98% of the world’s companies. During the 
Covid crisis these people got richer, while small businesses and the middle class got 
smashed. 

The fight-back 

Legal cases 
Bill Gates 
Bill Gates has been indicted for murder, along with a top Big Pharma executive (Adar 
Poonawalla), in India. 

The Indian Bar Association filed murder charges in India’s High Court against the two 
billionaires responsible for the AstraZenca Covid jab in respect of the death of a 23-year old 
man. Government officials are also defendants in the case. Conviction in this case results in 
the death penalty. 

There is another Indian case against Bill Gates for the murder of 8 children from the HPV 
vaccine Gardasil and one regarding the polio vaccine. 

Other cases 
There are multiple global legal cases and class action suits against governments, health 
institutes and Big Pharma. These include the Reiner Fuellmich class action suit, but there 
are many others. 

US Federal courts 
Several federal courts have ruled against the vaccine mandates, such as in Montana and 
Missouri. 

Notice of liability 
Millions of people globally have served notices of liability on government ministers, MPs, 
vaccination administrators, employers demanding vaccine status, nurses and doctors. This 
holds them personally liable in the event of legal action for damages. 

Protests 
All over the world hundreds of thousands are taking to the streets at one time to protest the 
various Covid measures. You can find videos of hundreds of thousands demonstrating in 
Melbourne, Rome, London, and many other national capitals. 

Non-compliance 
Various organisations are trying to build up a mass non-compliance action. Some have called 
for a general strike. 

Millions of people worldwide are refusing to be vaccinated with many facing losing their 
jobs. Some situations, such as British care homes, cannot function if all these people are 
sacked at once. 

Pressure on leaders 
Austria enacted the most severe restrictive mandates in the world recently resulting in an 
explosion of street demonstrations in Vienna and other places where hundreds of thousands 
took to the streets. The pressure on government leaders is now beginning to show as two 
Austrian Chancellors (presidents) resigned within a few weeks. They are caught in a vice 
between pressure from their puppet masters above and pressure from the threat of public 
retaliation from below. 
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Mark Drakeford, leader of the devolved Welsh government, has been secretly filmed 
admitting that the social restrictions are illegal and hoping that nobody is smart enough to 
spot this. He was clearly worried that he would be caught out. 

Detoxification once vaccinated 

The changes made to the DNA cannot be undone, so there is a limit on how much of the toxic 
effect of the vaccines can be reversed. Various people have developed protocols for detox, 
including Dr Vladimir ‘Zev’ Zelenko and Dr Gerald H Smith. The main thing is to try to get 
the spike protein out of your system if possible and address the blood clotting issues. 

The best suggestions include: 

• High doses of vitamin D. This boosts the immune system to fight pathogens and kill 
damaged cells. 

• High doses of vitamin C. This fights infection in the body and aids other systems, such as 
processing iron. 

• Magnesium. This is vital in getting many body systems to function properly. 

• Vitamin B12 and folic acid. These help the body process iron, which is necessary to get 
oxygen into cells. 

• Zinc. This help get rid of mucous in infected lungs but is a vital aid in getting nutrients 
into cells. 

• Iron supplements. Sick people need more iron, which gets quickly used up when sick 
because of the demand for oxygen. In flu, haemoglobin is reduced and Ferritin is 
increased (putting iron-rich protein into organs); thus oxygen in the blood is decreased. 

• Ivermectin. Chiefly an anti-parasitical agent but proven to have other beneficial results. 

• Glutathione helps the liver to detoxify. It also helps chelate heavy metals. 

• Curcumin works as an anti-oxidant and helps the nervous system function. 

• Get a D-Dimer blood test (if necessary privately, costs about £100-150). This identifies if 
there are any microscopic blood clots in the capillaries. If there are, then you need blood-
thinning treatment immediately before bigger clots form. All the time you continue to 
make the spike protein, you will need this treatment. This may be forever. 

• Certain oral enzymes help to break down the fibrin that can cause lung scars, which may 
help breathing and also dissolve the lipid coating (See Dr Gerald H Smith). 

 

Doctors speaking out and exposing all this 

• Dr Sherri Tenpenny (Vaxxter website). 

• Dr Carrie Medej. 

• Dr Jane Ruby. 

• Dr Andrew Kaufman. 

• Dr Mike Yeadon. 

• Dr Wolfgang Wodarg. 

• Dr Delores Cahill. 

• Dr Judy Mikovits. 

• Dr Lee Merritt. 

• Dr Joseph Mercola. 

• Dr Peter McCullough (the most cited doctor in history). 

• Dr Michael Palmer. 

• Dr Sukharit Bhakdi. 
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• Dr Richard Fleming. 

• Dr Robert Young. 

• Dr Ariyana Love. 

• Dr Sam Bailey (New Zealand). 

• Dr Sam White. 

• Dr Roger Hodgkinson. 

• Dr Vernon Coleman. 
 
There are many thousands now coming out all over the world. 

Note that this is despite a gag order on doctors. In many places, doctors and nurses that 
speak out against Covid vaccinations face immediate firing. 

Select sources for this data 

• The Stew Peters Show (nominally Christian viewpoint). 

• Natural News (Mike Adams; nominally Christian viewpoint). 

• Mercola.com (Joseph Mercola). 

• LifeSite News (Christian viewpoint). 

• Jon Rappaport blog. 

• The Expose. 

• The Daily Sceptic. 

• The UK Column (nominally Christian viewpoint). 

• Global Research. 

• BlazeMedia. 

• Planet Normal podcast. 

• TCW (formerly The Conservative Woman). Note especially Sonia Elijah. 

• The Delingpod (multiple interviews, noteworthy are the ones with Sonia Elijah and 
Catherine Austin Fitts; nominally Christian viewpoint). 

• The Corbett Report. 

• Media Monarchy. 

• New World This Week. 

• The Ritchie Allen Show. 

• Vaxxter. 

• Robert Kennedy Jnr. (Note his new book exposing the evils of Fauci.) 

• State of the Nation. 

• The Solari Report (Catherine Austin Fitts). 

• Trialsite News. 

• Reiner Fuellmich (class-action lawyer) The Coronavirus Commission. 

• Dr Michael Palmer, video: ‘Michael Palmer MD speaks on the mRNA vaccines’. 

• Dr Roger Hodgkinson (pathologist): various speeches in Canada. 

• Amazing Polly, ‘Clinical trial vaccine injuries cover-up’. 

• The AJ Roberts Show (podcast). 

• Ivor Cummins videos and podcasts. 
 

Conclusion 

Anti-vax is a pejorative term to smear those who have investigated the data on vaccines and 
found the dangers in the ingredients. This smearing seeks to minimise the credibility of the 
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opposition to vaccines but the dissenters always have far more facts than the supporters do. 
In the case of the Covid vaccine, the dangers are way off the scale of any previous vaccine. 
The adverse events are now in the millions. 

It is impossible to come to any other logical conclusion other than the vaccines are designed 
to cause harm and death. There can be no other valid reason. The mass deaths that have 
already occurred are not surprising considering the toxins that are in the vaccine (depending 
on the batches). 

Simple points to remember: 

• You do not need to fear a disease that has a 99.97% survival rate. 

• Any government that uses a massive fear and psychology campaign to make you scared 
on a daily basis is not a benevolent government. 

• The Covid vaccine is not a vaccine. It is not injecting a small proportion of a pathogen to 
stimulate an immune reaction resulting in immunity. It is injecting mRNA to re-code the 
body’s DNA and also impart a number of toxic foreign substances. 

• Children have no need of a vaccine for a disease that hardly affects them at all. 

• A government that admits, on the one hand, that vaccines do not stop infection or 
transmission37 but also demand vaccine passports, to ensure safety from Covid, are lying. 
The passport is about social control not medicine. 

• The vaccine is the most dangerous drug in human history. It has resulted in the highest 
number of adverse events in history and has killed more people than any drug in history. 
It is the product of psychotic wicked minds. 

• People that push or dispense a vaccine that has a high number of medical risks, that has 
not been fully tested, that is an experimental new treatment, and that do not give 
informed consent, will face serious legal consequences and likely imprisonment. 
Nuremberg II is now a necessity. 

 

 
37 As publicly admitted by Boris Johnson. 
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Appendix One 

Summary 

The vaccines don’t work 

• They do not stop infection. 

• They do not stop transmission. 

• Efficacy wanes over a period of a few months. 

• Most Covid cases, hospitalisations and deaths are in vaccinated people. 

• Places with a high vaccination rate have the highest Covid hospitalisations and deaths. 

• The vaccines gradually destroy the immune system. 

• The vaccines do not provide herd immunity. 

• The vaccines create the new variants and do not protect against them. 
 

Vaccine contents 

Human cells 
The HEK 29338 cell line originated from a healthy little girl, born alive and outside the womb 
in 1972 in the Netherlands. She was killed for the harvesting of her organs. This cell line was 
used to test the Covid vaccines. People that have had the Covid vaccine have had cells from 
murdered babies placed into their bloodstream. 

Carcinogens 

• Cell–lines. These cells from aborted babies are cancerous. 

• Beta-Propiolactone. 

• Polysorbate 80. 

• Monkey kidney cells. 

• The ONC gene. 
 
Biomarkers 

• MNeonGreen. 

• Luciferase. 

• Genetic codes. Vaccinated patients registered a MAC (Media Access Control) address. 
 
The spike protein 
The spike protein is toxic. The strategy is to get the mRNA to enter the cells and change the 
body’s DNA. This programmes the body to begin manufacturing the spike protein, which is 
then attacked by the body’s immune system. But this manufacturing cannot be stopped and 
it produces multiple problems. The vaccine contents do not remain at the injection site but 
travel to every area of the body. 

 
38 Human Embryo Kidney. 
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Blood clots 
Problems begin in the blood vessels where spikes appear in the lining of the vessels leading 
to blood clots. It is now understood that there are nearly 50 mechanisms by which the body 
is damaged by the spike protein.  

Deleted genes 
The spike protein gets into the cells and then turns of the cell’s ability to repair itself. They 
delete genes responsible for repair forever. This will result in multiple organ damage and 
eventual death. The immediate problem is blood clotting. 

The lipids 

• Lipids are used in the vaccines to protect the very vulnerable mRNA and enable it to be 
delivered into the body’s cells. 

• PEG: This is the cause of the immediate vaccine adverse events, such as seizures, fits and 
collapse or death. 70% of people develop antibodies against PEG. This means that many 
people (30%) can develop an allergic, possibly fatal, reaction. The PEG is thus the prime 
cause of anaphylactic shock in vaccine recipients. 

• Electrically-positively-charged lipids. These are known to be highly toxic. They disrupt 
the mitochondria in the cells and also disturb oxygen supply, which breaks up water into 
inactive species. This can result in DNA damage.  

 
Pathogens 

• HIV: Many doctors and scientists claim to have found HIV fragments in the vaccines. 

• Ebola and Marburg: Dr Ariyana Love, claims that her research shows that Ebola and 
Marburg are included in the Johnson and Johnson vaccines and possibly others. It is 
apparently stated in the patent literature.39 

 
Internal computer nano-technology 

• Moderna called their mRNA platform, ‘the Software of life’. The mRNA is an operating 
system. This is bioengineering that has been called ‘The Internet of Bodies’. It is making 
genetically-modified people.40 

• The spike protein hijacks the mitochondria forever, which is at the heart of the immune 
system. Thus it takes over the immune system turning it into a weapon against the body.  

• Metal: Metallic objects have been observed in the vaccines that begin to self-assemble 
when stimulated by heat. It is suggested that these are forming antennae.  

• Graphene-oxide: This is a highly conductive, toxic substance that appears in a nano grid 
pattern. It appears to be some sort of technological foundation.  

• 5G: The technological contents are highly reactive to 5G signals, which can only be the 
means to control what are effectively micro-chips inside the blood system and organs. 

 
Foreign bodies 

• Aluminium: causes dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. 

• Chloride. 

• Chlorine. 

• Chromium. 

• Graphene oxide. 

• Graphene hydroxide. Nano particles of this are very sharp, two-edged substances that 
act like microscopic razor blades cutting blood vessels. 

 
39 The Stew Peters Show, ‘Doctor: Ebola virus in Covid shots’. 
40 For an explanation see Dr Carrie Madej, ‘Human 2.0’, Brighteon. 
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• Lead. 

• Nickel. 

• Silicon. 

• Stainless steel. 

• Tin. 

• Trypanosoma. 
 
Parasites 

• Hydra: Hydra vulgaris has been identified by multiple sources.  

• Trypanosoma: Trypanosoma cruzi causes Chagas disease. Trypanosoma brucei causes 
Sleeping sickness. 

 
The vaccine is a bioweapon 

• The vaccine origins lie in the realm of weapons development at DARPA41 followed by 
gain of function development led by Anthony Fauci in the NIAID, Peter Daszac of the 
EcoHealth Alliance, the NIH and the level 4 Wuhan facility (funded by Fauci).  

• All the developments of a weaponised SARS virus and vaccines are patented and can be 
traced. SARS-Cov-2 does not exist as a natural virus but is a coronavirus (a cold) that has 
been weaponised by the US under Fauci, in co-operation with China, to be highly 
infectious and debilitating and the developmental changes are all patented going back 
decades. The original interest of DARPA was for a weapon to be used against an enemy. 

 

The vaccines don’t work 

• There is no scientific data showing that the vaccines have saved a single life, while there 
is much data showing that they have killed multiple thousands.42  

• Associate editor of the BMJ, Dr Peter Doshi, points out that the vaccine manufacturers 
designed clinical trials that do not provide any data on all-cause mortality benefits.43 

• Wrong data was used to claim that the vaccine saved lives that it didn’t save.  
• Currently the hospitals in many countries are filled with vaccinated patients. 

• Fully vaccinated people face a 400% increase in risk of infection for at least 150 days post 
injection. 

• Studies based on new UKHSA (was PHE) data shows that infection rates and deaths are 
over twice the amount in the vaccinated.  

• 71% of adults hospitalised with Covid are vaccinated; 29% were unvaccinated. Covid 
deaths in that period were 18% of unvaccinated people but 82% of vaccinated people.  

• Studies show that vaccine effectiveness wanes after two months and from day 211 there 
is no effectiveness for the Pfizer vaccine.  

• US CDC data shows rates of hospitalisations for severe illness in the fully vaccinated went 
from 0.01% in January 2021 to 9% in May 2021. Deaths went from 0% to 15.1%. If the 
vaccines were safe then the figures would have remained stable, not increased.  

• Gibraltar, which has 100% of the population vaccinated, had a severe surge of Covid and 
reintroduced social restrictions.  

 
41 The US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency. 
42 Natural News, ‘Bombshell: there is no scientific evidence that covid-19 vaccines have saved a single life’, 30 
November 2021. 
43 BMJ, ‘Covid-19 vaccine trials cannot tell us if they will save lives’, 21.October 2021. 
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• A statistician has examined the VAERS data and reveals how the efficacy and safety 
claims of the vaccine manufacturers are downright lies.44 

 

Effects 

Cytokine storm 
The formation of ‘non-neutralising antibodies’ can lead to an exaggerated immune reaction 
(cytokine storm), especially when the test person is confronted with the real wild virus after 
vaccination (viral interference or ADE).45 This cytokine storm causes the body to attacks its 
own organs and causes death. 

Oxygen depletion 
Covid vaccines deplete oxygen from red blood cells. 

Cardiovascular inflammation 

• The vaccines cause inflammation along the cardiovascular system leading to heart attack 
or stroke.  

• The vaccine is likely to cause autoimmune attacks along the ACE-2 receptors present in 
the heart, brain liver and kidneys. If viral antigens are present in the tissues of recipients, 
the vaccine-augmented immune response will turn the immune system against those 
tissues, causing inflammation that can lead to blood clot formation.  

• The FDA has warned that the vaccines can cause disseminated intravascular coagulation.  

• Free mRNA can excite the immune system and cause inflammatory diseases. Many 
current side effects appear to be caused by brain inflammation.  

• German data now shows that there are twice as many cardiac arrests in athletes this year 
compared to all of previous history.  

 
Suppression / destruction of the immune system 

• Studies have shown that with each of the shots the weaker the immune system becomes. 
This is why highly vaccinated areas, where people have had three shots, the hospitals are 
full of vaccinated patients who are seriously ill (such as Israel). 

• Some studies show that immune system functions are dropping around 5% each week in 
the vaccinated. This is based on the latest data from the PHE Vaccine Surveillance Report 
(UKHSA).  

• Double vaccinated people between the ages of 40 and 70 have already lost about 40% of 
their immune system capacity.  

• Autoimmune disease 

• A study has shown that Covid vaccines could cause autoimmune thyroid disease.46 
Multiple doctors have warned that autoimmune disease will result. 

 
Prion disease 

• The mRNA vaccines are causing prion diseases. People didn’t have these diseases before 
the shot and suddenly they develop them after the shot.  

• VAERS data shows that nearly 84% of all excess dementia and Alzheimer’s cases this year 
are linked to the vaccines plus 86% of all Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. 

 
44 UK Column, Christine Cotton interview, ‘Analysis of US VAERS vaccine adverse reactions data by bio-
statistician Christine Cotton’. 
45 Antibody Dependent Enhancement. 
46 Springer Link, A Pujol et. al., ‘Thyroid as a target of adjuvant autoimmunity/inflammation syndrome due to 
mRNA-based SARS-COV2 vaccination: from Graves’ disease to silent thyroiditis’. 
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Capillary leak syndrome 
The European Medicine Agency is investigating reports of capillary leak syndrome following 
the Moderna vaccine.47 

Inflammation of the endothelium 

• A new study48 has categorically shown that the vaccines dramatically increase 
endothelial inflammatory markers and ACS (Acute Coronary Syndrome) risk as 
measured by the PULS cardiac test. It also shows T-cell infiltration of cardiac muscle. 
The result is thrombosis. 

• This may account for the multiple cases of heart attacks post vaccination. Doctors are 
calling for the vaccine rollout to be halted for this reason alone. 

 
Death 

• There are multiple causes of death; in the short term, medium term and long term.  

• 35,924 people died within 21 days of having a Covid vaccination in England in the first 8 
months of 2021 according to ONS data and UKHSA. 5,522 people had died within 28 
days of a vaccination between 8 Dec 2020 and 21 June 2021 in Scotland. 

• The ONS recently supplied data showing that almost 10,000 extra people have died from 
non-Covid diseases in England and Wales since the summer. There were about 21,000 
more deaths from all causes than average since July. In November there were calls for an 
urgent enquiry after the ONS showed data that there were more than 20,823 deaths than 
average of which only 11,531 involved Covid.49 

• New data analysis in November 2021 confirmed that vaccinated people had a higher risk 
of death and hospitalisation. In November it was revealed that vaccinated adults under 
60 are dying at twice the rate of the unvaccinated. The vaccine doubles the deaths from 
all causes. [See later.] Data analysis of three months of UKHSA statistics shows that four 
out of every five Covid deaths are in the vaccinated.50 

• The rate of young people fatality is skyrocketing.  

• Children’s hospitals are being flooded with infant cardiac. ICUs everywhere have a high 
proportion of young cardiac patients and especially myocarditis.  

• Undertakers, such as John O’Looney, are shocked at the high number of young people 
fatalities, mostly heart attack (there were very few in the heat of the Covid epidemic). 

• Stillbirths and newborn deaths: Pregnant mothers that got vaccinated are seeing the 
newborn babies die of heart disease. Scotland has launched an investigation into the 
abnormal spike in newborn baby deaths.51 In Canada stillbirths are exploding across the 
country from vaccinated mothers.52 

 
 

 
47 Reuters, ‘Brief: EMA says assessing reports of capillary leak syndrome after Modern Covid-19 shot’, 11 
November 2021. 
48 Circulation, Steven Gundry, ‘mRNA Covid vaccines dramatically increase endothelial inflammatory markers 
and ACS risk as measured by the PULS cardiac test: a warning’, 8 November 2021. [The number one cardiac 
journal.] 
49 The Express, ‘NHS panic as mortuaries fill with thousands of non-Covid deaths – urgent inquiry calls’, 17 
November 2021. 
50 See detailed analysis in The Expose, ‘Only the fully vaccinated should fear the new worst ever Covid-19 
variant: data shows they already account for 4 in every 5 Covid deaths’, 27 November 2021. 
51 The Herald, ‘Investigation launched into abnormal spike in newborn baby deaths in Scotland’, 19 November 
2021. 
52 BitChute, ‘Stillbirths are exploding across Canada in fully vaccinated mothers’. 
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• Latest data (mid November 2021) from reporting systems (which is 1% of the actual 
figure) shows the following 

System Deaths Adverse events 

UK MHRA Yellow Card 1,784 1,271,009 (386,517 
reports) 

US VAERS 18,853 894,145 

DAEN (Australia) 656 80,966 

EudraVigilance [EU] 31,014 2,859,586 (1,181,121 
reports) 

 

• The WHO confirms that the adverse events from Covid vaccines are hundreds of times 
greater that all previous vaccines added together.53 

• The latest data from the ONS shows that vaccinated adults under 60 are dying at twice 
the rate of the unvaccinated. The vaccine doubles the deaths from all causes.54  

• Data published on 1 December by Public Health Scotland shows that fully vaccinated 
people account for 9 out of every 10 Covid-19 deaths since August 2021. It also shows 
that most hospitalisations are vaccinated people. 

 

The vaccine testing was flawed and rigged 

• The benefits were exaggerated by statistical manipulation. AstraZeneca boasted a 
relative reduction of risk at 100% but the absolute reduction was 0.01% Pfizer stated a 
relative risk of 95% but the absolute risk reduction was 0.84% Over time all the vaccines 
empirically show zero usefulness after six months. Note that with a disease that has a 
99+% survival rate, a vaccine with a claimed efficacy rate of 95% is less useful than doing 
nothing.  

• New data is emerging from multiple Pfizer whistleblowers showing that there were 
serious problems with the testing protocols.55 Problems include: vaccine protocols 
were broken; adverse reactions were delayed or covered up; patients were ‘un-blinded’; 
inadequately trained staff; falsifying data; corners were cut to produce desired resultsl 
staff doing quality-control checks were overwhelmed by the volume of problems; lack of 
follow up to reported adverse events; vials not stored at the proper temperature; 
mislabelling. 

• When whistleblower Brooke Jackson raised concerns about this with her supervisor and 
the FDA, she was immediately fired. She then sent a dossier containing photos, data, 
audio-recordings, documents and emails to the BMJ. 

• A Swedish research team found that Pfizer’s vaccine trials were riddled with fraud and 
demanded the vaccinations be stopped. It also mentioned the ‘gigantic’ scale of adverse 
events. It said that these were ten times more than all reactions reported in previous 
years for all medicines totalling 25,000 substances. 

• Trial victims damaged but events covered up. 

 
53 It showed this in tabular form but I cannot now access the page. 
54 Natural News, ‘Bombshell: vaccinated adults under 60 are dying at twice the rate of the unvaccinated. The 
vaccine doubles the deaths from all causes’, 23 November 2021. ONS, ‘Death by vaccination status, England’. 
55 Natural News, ‘Whistleblower says Pfizer falsified data, conducted flawed Covid vaccine trials to rig FDA 
approval’, 3 November 2021. BMJ, ‘Covid-19 researcher blows the whistle on data integrity issues in Pfizer’s 
vaccine trial’, BMJ 2021; 375:n2635. 
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• Deaths: Pfizer lied about the fatalities in the trial - more vaccinated people died during 
the trial than in the placebo group. There were 21 people who died in the vaccinated 
cohort but 14 in the unvaccinated. 

• Leaked documents: a leaked Pfizer document showed that Pfizer and the FDA knew in 
early 2021 that the Pfizer vaccine was killing thousands of people and causing 
spontaneous abortions plus damaging three times more women than men. 

 

The exemptions 

The establishment does not have to have the vaccine or declare their status. This includes: 

• All of Congress. 

• All of Congressional staff. 

• All of the House of Representatives. 

• All senators. 

• All White House employees. 

• 2,500 Pfizer employees. 

• 1,500 Moderna employees. 

• 120,000 Johnson and Johnson employees. 

• 15,000 CDC employees. 

• 14,000 FDA employees. 

• 2 million illegal aliens. 

• 8 million Chinese students. 

• All British MPs do not have to declare their vaccine status. 

• All of the attendees and hundreds of corollary staff attending the COP 26 conference. 
 

The agenda 

• Transhumanism and complete surveillance. The goal is to change humanity 
completely, making it genetically spliced with digital technology. The purpose of this is 
so that those in control can monitor and manipulate people at a distance by digital signals 
via the Internet of Things enabled by 5G. 

• Population control: The global elite are eugenicists. They want to sterilise certain 
populations, notably Black people, and get rid of most of the world’s population. The aim 
is for a global population of only 500 million people to do work that AI robots cannot do. 
These people will be slaves in a technocrat system of society. The elite has openly stated 
that it will use vaccines for depopulation.  

• Whether you accept this or not, the Covid vaccines have killed tens of thousands of people 
according to the government recorded data on adverse events in numerous countries. 
The Harvard Pilgrim study found that only 1% of adverse reactions are ever recorded. 
Even the UK’s MHRA stated that only 10% of adverse reactions are recorded. This means 
that hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of people have already died from the 
vaccines.  

• Economic reset: Covid leads to the vaccines, which leads to vaccine passports 
controlling society, which is the baseline for a new global economic reset based on 
individual digital data. The plan is to reset the global economy based upon Central Bank 
Digital Currency (CBDC). Everyone in the world must be brought into a digital control 
system whereby banks have access to all your personal data and you are linked to a new 
currency system. You don’t have an account; you are the account. The elite will have total 
remote control of your finances, which will be linked to a social credit system like the one 
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already existent in China. So control of your finances ensures compliance with 
government diktats. Ultimately access and monitoring of this system will be by vaccine 
implanted biomarkers and surveillance devices, but until that is completed (it has 
already begun) through multiple vaccines a vaccine passport system will be the device 
that registers with the world banking system. The whole Covid fake crisis was engineered 
to lead to CBDCs and full social control. This is euphemistically termed, ‘the Great Reset’ 
or ‘the New Normal’, or ‘Building Back Better’, by elite puppets. When this system is 
complete, you will effectively be a slave with no power. 
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